NFS 259 Kitchen Protocols

259 B MLS Carrigan Wing

Room must be cleaned and everything put away at the end of each session.

Room Capacity:

Classroom/cooking demonstration: **16** including the instructor

Food preparation where everyone is involved in cooking: **10**

Room Usage:

First priority given to NFS Department Faculty and Staff

- Faculty/Staff member needs to be in the room/actively engaged in activity in the room

Second priority given to NFS/MSD Graduate students

- Grad student(s) needs to be in the room/actively engaged in activity in the room.

Third priority given to other UVM Departments

- Supervision of the lab is required, approved list of supervisors is available in the NFS office.
- Supervisors are paid $20 per hour for the entire session, including prep, clean-up and check out.

Room is scheduled through Ann (or Lacey)